KEEP THE AMERICAN EAGLE FLYING! BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS!
Many men in Gotham City are more important than Bruce Wayne, but none is more popular with the children of his neighborhood.

"The Knapsack of King Arthur's Knapsack" and "The Yellow Wrap Dick Brimstone"...it's a good thing someone's not by that little O'Jian! Let's see what it's all about.

It's probably telling them about the past.

Bruce, do you hear what I hear?

"I can still see what you're interested in me. You by any chance roll with the Batman and his adventures?"

Well, if you must say we're kept up with them for the next generation.

"The boys say you're the one who's preserved in a public service of very nice of you.

You must come to my room and see my batman scarers. I'm devoting my leisure time to collecting them and I hope..."

"Don't you think they are spouting our story?"

The painting of me more than I could ever dare. So I moved to the little at room to make up for it.

An excellent job, your "faith" to the artist. I think it's right.
AND AS MANY SHOCKS FILL THE INTERIOR WHERE
HANSIE STYVAN AND SALAH AND RICK
WOTTA GETS PA PUBLIC HELPS US START A
BUST—AN BEFORE IT'S OVER WE'RE BACK IN
OUR WINDOUT WIT DA LOOT
THERE'S NO MORE LOOT IF YOUD USE YOUR HANDS INSTEAD OF
YOUR MOUTH AND FEET
ROCKABYE BABY!

FREE NUTY
I THINK IT'S A MATTER THE
BATMAN AND
ROBIN SHOULD INVESTIGATE
SHOCK AND
PEOPLE TELL ME QUICK IRETH IN THAT JEWELRY
SHOP BRUCE
DO YOU THING?

C'MON... THAT LIE NEVER
GET'S OLD!

HERE'S WHERE HEH
HEE'S YEW!

HE'LL STOP 'EM!
BATMAN!

THE ONLY THING YOU'RE GOING TO
STOP IS A
FIGHT!

LOOK OUT! YOU CLUMSY
IDiot!

Goodness -
THOSE MUST
BE AN AR
EAD

Unlock
THE DOOR!

Huh?
A heavy bolt is withdrawn. The site of the bullet-proof glass is opened again.

What's up, Flannery? Why you're not planned?

You bet! I ain't stuck up yer Mitts an' cont reach fer any alarm buttons!

We want to do a little magic. My friend, by watching about a half a million dollars appear.

No, I'm in this line happy. Get a silver rack and use silver through shadowed streets.

You see, Robin is my theory that the commissioner will be so mad about losing the loot they'll fill a big test.

Batman - look there on the right. It's a man.

Not a building. A man.

Flannery, it was some body who wanted your uniform. And there they are.

Sure. Though on why my knuckles are itchin' now!
Well if it ain't our old pals. Not wait till we get our hands on 'em.

Why? They don't seem scared!

Suddenly...

Chicken wire! Attatched to the telephone wire.

Here's a wire for you - special for you.

Images of the Penguin!

Don't let that Cooper up. Feel ya down.

When we catch you, you'll stay Cooper up longer than we will.

Moments later, they don't - it was the Penguin. Idea, or nally you see planning they've been. No research work or having someone go for them.

The Batmobile's this way if we're going home.

We're not. Is the conjurer has a new stock of tricks up his sleeve. We can count on using another right away.

And sure enough - after pecling a few blocks.

An open window - a flash of dream - a rope ladder. If that doesn't look like a crime setup, I never saw one.

Come on Fella - here's where we hit the high spots.

JKE human flies the dynamic duo scales the facade or the buliding opposite the cap in question.

No and that strengthens my sus- picions.

Are you anything?
What's the matter? Don't we swing across the street as usual and not on radio?

And here all we two others running can't we catch them?

They have broken the law and sold secrets. Feds we'll set you out but at least we've found out something.

And beause we don't they beat or is it the job? Do you suppose the conjurer has been figured. Here we now out all by myself.

We're not magiary we heard you were interested in our work and thought we'd say hello.

You're real I'm so over trying with that scam I don't know what to say.

Chapter Twenty One is in store, wh-what am I was nation be playing franks on me
BUT THERE’S NO REST THAT NIGHT FOR B. W. SWELL BROWN.

WHAT HAVE I DONE? ALL I WANTED WAS TO SHOW PEOPLE HOW BRIGHT THE BATMAN WAS AND NOW I’VE OWED A BILLS HOW TO OBLITERATE HIM.

I’VE TREASURED THESE THINGS THAT BELONGED TO THEM—BUT WHEN I MET THEM IN THE FLESH I WAS TOO ASHAMED EVEN TO TELL THEM HOW I WAS BEAT WE.

EVEN HAVING TO TELL THEM—AND IT WILL BE THE HARDEST THING I’VE EVER DONE. THEY’LL THINK ME A POOR OLD FOOL AND THEY’LL NEVER TRUST ME.

JUST TONIGHT IN FACT A LONG SKINNY RAT FOOL US WITH AN OLD TRICK—A NET OF CHICKEN WRECK THE SAME STUNT SOME TIME AGO. IT WAS GOOD ENOUGH TO WORK AGAIN!

CHICKEN-WRECK PENGUIN—A TALL TALE ON MY GOODNESS!

LATER, AT BRUCE WAYNE AND DICK GRAYSON GO TO BED.

BRUCE—YOU THINK BERNIE SAW THE CONJURER? WE SAW HIM, WHY DIDN’T YOU WARN HIM?

THERE WEREN’T ANY NEED FOR THAT. I GUESSED IT AND HE WAS HONEST. HE WAS BOLER-HEARTED AND I CAN’T HAVE HIS HEART. LET IT ALL KNOW WE ARE AND HILL BE ALL.

I HATE TO SAY IT BUT WE’RE NOT ALWAYS TO WORK ANYMORE.

WE SHOULDN’T HAVE CALLED SO LATE. WE’LL DO THE AGAIN TOMORROW EVENING.

TAKEN IT EASY.

ANYTHING WROKEN?” ARE YOU LI?
WHEN SLEEPLESS NIGHTS OF
WORRY HAVE EVEN AWAY
TO "MY" SIGHT.

YOU'RE A FELLOW AMATEUR OF THE
BATMAN-HERE, AM I ANOTHER ENGLISH
ENGAGE IN TALK.

WHAT HAPPENED LAST
MONT? YOU USED MY
INFORMATION TO REVIVE THE
BATMAN! YOU'RE A CROOK-
AND I REFUSE TO HAVE
ANYTHING MORE TO DO
WITH YOU.

Well, what do you
KNOW? EVEN
AND FEEL THE WAY
YOU DO, I HAVE NO
CHOICE BUT ON
YOUR HANDS OUT.

WHAT? YOU'VE ACTUAL
MURDER ON MY WE'D PLEASE
ANYTHING YOU SAY?

spread out? You see, the
action is such an
one of your
world and I do my best!
require if you but a time
one in a car at left the
motor running. I BATMAN
will try to
ask you in.

brownie is one of the new boys. her name
is brownie brown. she's a girl. johansen
.. show the batman killed. man cut
in on the roll.

I GESK A KNOW WHAT A I PUN
but I DON'T TRY TO DRA
QUOTE TOO FAR.

I EVEN ON E BROWNIE CARE?

HA! BUT HE SAID WE WERE COMING!
AN EXCLUSIVE GROUP GATHERED ON THE MAGNIFICENT LAWNS OF THE VAN VOGHT MANSION INCLUDES FAMILIAR FACES.

SOMETHING IS WINDING UP. I HEARD A STRANGE NOISE. MAYBE IT'S AN OLD STONE OR A SEWER CONDUIT." THEY SAY THE VOGHT'S ARE MADE UP OF SOLAR POWER.

IN THE DARK, THE BATPLANE'S MOVING ON AUTOPILOT.

WE NEED TO KNOW SOONER THAN LATER.

OUR FIRST OFFER IS A GORGEOUS ORANGE APOLLO VALUED AT A HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS. WHAT AM I BID?

SUDDENLY, A POWERFUL BUSTING SOUND AS THE FOUNTAIN DIES. THE VOGHT'S ARE ON THE ATTACK.

IT'S RAINING!

SOMETHING'S WRONG WITH THE FOUNTAIN!

I CAN'T SEE!

COME ON, CREEPER— YOU AN'T GONNA GET AWAY WITH THIS!

NO, BUT IF WE COULD CONCEIVE SUCH DARING, DAY-OF-THE-DIE ENGINEERING, THAT IS SURE TO ATTRACT VULTURES.

OUR FUTURE BURSTING TARGET COULD MAKE OR ADOPT A NICE FUTURE, AND KEEP AN EYE ON THE VAN VOGHT ART AUCTON.

THINGS ARE NOT AS THEY SEEM. MAYBE IT'S A NEW FRONT >(VINES OR A MOVING FOUNTAIN.}

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT? IF IF I'D TOLD YOU THIS A WEEK AGO!

I'M UNBELIEVABLE!

SO BUT IF WE COULD CONCEIVE SUCH DARING, DAY-TIME ENGINEERING, THAT IS SURE TO ATTRACT VULTURES.
Come on, we're leaving on the van! That Satan is freezing with dynamite ready to blow up the Batman when he chases us—remember? I ought to remember; it was my idea!

I'm not going. I don't believe he'll succeed.

But we'll steal his Sheikah and suit up like this.

Have you seen how I blow myself up instead of the Batman if you want to be here? And we'll just go later with you, too.

You're a fool to think he just as you were a fool to think here, the cats could prevent me!

You're a fool to think he just as you were a fool to think here, the cats could prevent me!

Get off the street—unless you want to collide with a hundred pounds of high explosive!

Holy Mackrel! He means it!

The dynamite laden van forces the two men off the road.

Begone! Any Heart No—But the Sheikah and his boys are! Here's where I make you disappear, Sheikah—now to State Prison!

Maybe a dose of Tommy-gum /Blue/ will change your mind. Batman—If I can't get the Heiman, I'll work me.

After the Heey ope/ty to change your name from Carefree to Plunder.

As I was saying, I was a busy boy!
Good evening, folks. In tonight's lesson, I intend to discuss some very remarkable events that are scheduled to happen shortly due wholly to a recent curving of the structure of the Milky Way caused by Taurus merging with Gemini and Libra. Let's go!

My first prediction is that the Axis countries will soon run out of their imitation ersatz coffee and will be forced to drink a new ersatz ersatz coffee...

Ach! This is the first time in my life I ever drank no coffee out of no cup!

I'm sorry. Have a nice plate of no beef.

After its completion, the car will change its course, swinging ten miles north of the bridge.

We might still put windows in it and rent out furnished rooms.
A submarine from one of the Great Lakes training bases will come up in a Buffalo hotel night club due to a broken water main. Good time will be had by all.

A new kind of floor show I guess. And it's a wow.

Lafayette, we are here. But where are you?

A young Florida inventor will perfect a method of bottling sunshine that will make umbrellas totally unnecessary.

A new plastic material for men's suits will be discovered made entirely out of old newspapers.

Open your coat, Chum. This story is continued on your vest.

To speed up production a 48-hour day will be devised by merely welding two clocks together.

400 W.A.A.C.'s will be spread over the country. 400 Waves will become trim, and 400 Marines will become demure.

So home and sleep all Thursday afternoon. But get back here early Friday morning a mail an hour from now.

Now I don't know where Margie is in Balutti, St. Augustine, or New Orleans.

The manufacturing of electric suits (blue and white) will be stopped for the duration and moonlight bathing will be substituted. Moonlight bathing then being restricted, the Saturday night washtub will be substituted.

My next stop will be Chicago. I'll take the train and tell you about it today. Each of the twelve men has a quick! So long. Now I'll be seein' ya.
BE SURE TO GET THESE TOP FAVORITES FOR THE BEST IN COMICS!

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE!
The high-speed thrill of a hi-speed airplane is felt. The crash of a big game rifle and the baying of hunt-me hounds echo eerie to the roar of traffic in Gotham City's canyons as the unpredictable Penguin springs the most fantastic surprise of his colorful career of crime.

But when it comes to bell and the chase, none can surpass the battling Batman and the reckless Robin. And here in one of the maddest tales ever to find its way into these pages they come to grips with a powerful and deadly foe as "The Penguin Goes A-Wilding."
A subject that is also of interest to Bruce Wayne, wealthy man about town and his young ward Dick Grayson.

Warren Keeler has the worst of them after observing on the Bruce?

Bruce must stay long. It's been over a month since the Penguin flew the coop. We've got to hit him back.

Warren Keeler was one of the most dangerous enemies of Batman. The Joker, the Catwoman and the Scarecrow top the phony list.

What about the Penguin?

He was wondering if he'd been into the mix.

I've been mentioned or not?

I thought you asked whoever to ask the Penguin a mean and lowdown as any of them. But not as in run us and invent ye.

Penguin has a net track. We'll see if we can win. He's just another three vectors in the puzzle with problems on brand new.

Other eyes have also seen and recognized the Penguin.

The nerve of Warren Keeler to put on "Hail to myself when I start tying his face a few lab to every cop."

Quick, Dick - we'll have to make a loan and change in the classroom.
LATER: IN THE BELLS WAYNE HOME...

NOW I UNDERSTAND WHAT THIS MEANS?

MAYBE AFTER HIS RECENT EXPERIENCE WITH THE BATMAN, MR. DUNKIN' IS RUNNING FOR THE TALL ANGIE.

AND THE OTHER NIGHT AT THE ORCHESTRA, BULL OR FEATHERED—BUT AS HE PRODUCES THIS DAY OLD TRASH!

THE SWISH OF A SLEEVER LINE AND THE WHIRL OF A WELL OLDER BELL ARE LOST IN THE EARLY MORNING THAT FILL THE DEEP CANYONS OF THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT.

HOW THE END OF PEOPLE LEAVE SO MANY WINDOWS OPEN.

IN A BROOKLYN CAFE...

MISS MEE HAN, YOU'VE BETTER PUT THESE BONES BACK IN THE RACK NOW.

WHERE ARE THEY MR. THEODORE MORTON?

WHY THEY'RE RIGHT NOW! THEY'VE DISAPPEARED—HALF A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH!

NOW BEFORE I GIVE YOU THE EIGHTY THOUS AND DOLLARS AS BULLET, THERE ARE CERTAIN PAPERS TO BE SIGNED.

LET'S GET IT OVER WITH, I WANT TO TURN THAT MONEY TO THE BANK BEFORE IT CLOSES...
AND AT THE END OF AN HOURS EXCELLENT FISHING

GOOD FISHING BUT TANK U HAVE TO BEE IF I CAN T
FISH OUT A WISE THE NEW GUNS

PRESENTLY AS BRUCE WAYNE LEAVES A SUPERHOTEL AT
ONE OF THE TOWN TOWN TOWN TOWNS

THAT FISHERMANS WALK SEEMED A LITTLE WELL IT S BEEN
A LITTLE SOME BREAKER

I'VE HAD SOME PAIN IN JUST GETTING STARTED
ON HIS VACATION

BUT THAT EVENING

A CLUB TO YESTER S DAY

AND A GOUTH

THEFTS HAS BEEN DONE BY
A STREET THIEF WHO THOUGHT ONE DAY A FISHERMAN S FLY AND ALCOHOL
PAST HER FACE

HE JUST LET HER BE

A PACKAGE OF ALL THE
CLOTHES VANISHED
FROM HER ROOM

I DON T EXPLAIN
THEY ARE NO MONSTER I THOUGHT
REASONABLE

A FLY IS AN

A DAY

AT THAT VERY PARCEL TO BE 25 S OF THE MAN ON OR
THEY WOULD GIVE A FRIENDS
BALL TO HIS BROTHER ON HIS BIRTH
DAY

OVER THE MEN DELIVERED A JUICY

WOLFEE S D

A SOMETHING PRESENT FOR

THE PRESENTS

A BAD SPOILED YOUNGSTER WENT THE SITES OR FRIENDS
AND OTHERS

SEE JUNIOR IT S MADE OF RUBBER
YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU WHEN WE GO TO OUR
BEACH HOUSE

DON T WANT IT I WANT AN A SPLINE AND
A REAL LOCOMOTIVE AND A STEAM YACHT
NOT ALL THIS

FROM THE AGE OF A打拼的 FLY AS A STEALING HELM

THE YOUNG MAN TAKES A HUE

IT APPEARS THE YOUNG
MAN DOES NOT CARE FOR WOE IT
SURE WOULD BE ONCE AGAIN
ABOUT TO RECEIVE
NEARLY PIRE LIE Y. WE COULD EILL THEM WERE BUT THEN THEY'D NEVER KNOW HOW CLEVER I HA I PLANNED MY SPORTING

SO T5 THE E BATMAN AND ROBIN ARE IN A FINE JAIL IN A JAIL IN

PENGUIN: YOU KAT JAIL WP

NEARLY PIRE LIE Y. WE COULD EILL THEM WERE BUT THEN THEY'D NEVER KNOW HOW CLEVER I HA I PLANNED MY SPORTING

GOTHAM! ARE YOU EVER GOING TO COME TO

PENGUIN: WHERE AM I

PUT IF YOU'RE TO ESCAPE OR YOU DUNCE OF A PENGUIN DO NOT ENSNARE ME FROM THE BAR, I'LL BE STARVED THEM AND MAKE THEM VICKERS FOR JUST SUCH AN OCCASION AS THIS.

WHERE ARE THEY NOT? EVERY FRIEND

ALONG WITH THE FIERCE DOG DORS YOUR NAME I OVERHEARD THE STIRRINGS OF THE SABOTAGE.

THEY D DREAD SAW WE'RE NEAR AND THEY SAW HOW OUR MEN'S BEST FRIENDS WERE BETRAYED AND BETRAYED...
Suddenly!

Y-1-1-I LOOK!

IT'S THEM!

FAMOUS SPORTING TROPHIES

THOSE CROCODILES
DON'T REALIZE
I'VE ALREADY
FLEE THE BOSS

WHAT A MESS!
TOO TEMPERAMENTAL
THOSE MUTES AIN'T GONNA BE ME!

A NICE PAN, N'T GO THE PIRE BUT!

Ouch He's Put Me In Da HOT SEAT!

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO GET IT, BUT CLOTHESPIN!

WHEN A CANOE FARELLE A MAN—THAT'S NEWS

YOU'LL NEVER CATCH A HUNTING! STEE CLEANING OBSTRUCTIONS WITH GRACEFUL LIPS THE PENGUIN BEATS A HASTY RETREAT

AND AN INSTANT LATER BARKER HOUNDS AND SHOT HUNDBRED IN HEAD ON PURSUIT OF THE QUARRY

'VE BEEN HUNTING RUM FOR MOUNTAIN MANY TIMES—BUT NEVER AFTER A PENGUIN!

THE TIME THE HUNTERS HAD BETTER KEEPS UP WITH THE MOUNT, OR THEY'LL BE LIKE TO YEAR I'VE GONE TO RICH.
Traffic is snarled as thromes thrill to the spectacular chase.

"He counted on jamming the streets so police cars couldn't go after us. But we don't count on being followed so closely as soon as we're after the Penguin!"

"Half a block ahead a police prowler swerves off the street."

"The Penguin! Casting a wide will be a feather in your cap!"

"Halt! You're under arrest."

"Police! I don't realize they can't shoot in these crowds."

"They'll have them for you in a minute! That settles it, I'm going to ask for a transfer to the mounted division tomorrow."

"I've served rich women's pet horses but this is the first horse that ever came here. Whoa!"

"The commissary will have to wait. The pleasure of my company."

"Wha?"

"Hum? Where'd they come from?"

"He Penguin's horse swerves into an open air restaurant. Deserted!"

"I'm going to ask for a transfer to the mounted division tomorrow."

"I've served rich women's pet horses but this is the first horse that ever came here. Whoa!"
I'll laff thy pistol, and the crowd unless you dismount and charge your horses away to the left. These men and give me a fresh story. We can't see innocent people shot down. We'll have to climb town. What and let him get away?

All at once! The astounding spectacle of huge varicolored umbrellas spinning, leaping, and spinning started the already undersized whirling into a frenzy. No, you stupid brute! Get started back the way we came.

THI CRACKS HIS GOOSE!

YOU CAN'T DO THIS TO SIMPLE.

HE'S A PUCK WE WOULDN'T MEET SO MUCH

NEXT DAY WARREN NEVER

GETS AN OLD LADY AT THE \n
STRAW PENSIN

OH, WOITY! WOITY! GET YOU \n
SOME NEW CLOTHES!

YOU BLASTED NERDS! IT \n
WASN'T BEEN FOR YOU!

Do you think I AM AN \n
UNUSUALLY BAD PENNY?

AND 'TIS ALL YOUR FAULT \n
YOU TALKED ME INTO YING \n
UP MY UMBRELLAS FOR IN \n
FAMOUS WEAPONS AND \n
THE BATMAN... ONLY CAUGHT ME WITH \n
UMBRELLAS!

THER TELL \n
SEVEN UMBRELLAS \n
LIKE LANG AS S

IT'S TRUE THAT YOU SET THE \n
WARRIOR TO MAKE FUN OF THE \n
PENNIN'S UMBRELLAS \n
HOPING TO SEND HIM INTO \n
OVERREACHING HIMSELF?

RIGHT SICK! I TRIED \n
HIS TEMPERAMENTS AS \n
USUALLY WE REFUSE TO BELIEVE \n
THAT WE'RE TOO OLD \n
TO LEARN NEW TRACKS.
Laffs

Must you always stop for lunch, Samson?

Now, if I was a black cat, I could do some scaring! Folks!

That's fun, Samson, just an ordinary cat.

You mean there was no respect on the bottles?

Now, let's see how I look in that mirror.

Help!

MODEL PLANES

You can get the model of China's famous Flying Tigers—the AVG P-01 plane—for just one cent. This is the original pilot who shot down the Japs who had never seen a Jap! Now you can get this unique model and save CASH PRIZES, too. And this is only one of the scores of thrilling prizes you can win. It's easy! It's fun! It's true! All you need to do is deliver Collier's magazine or organize reunions when you appear in your own neighborhood. Will you write this out? Mail the coupon today, and we'll send you.

GET THESE PLANES WITHOUT COST

Name: ________________________
Age: ________________________
School: ________________________
Address: ________________________
City: ________________________
State: ________________________


Use this form when using DIMEY and FREE.
In a historic American city, men plan a celebration to commemorate the courageous deeds of their pioneer forefathers. While in the murky shadows of the underworld, a cunning crime czar plots a fantastic fiesta of felony!

But with a boldness and daring worthy to rank with the stirring epic of the past, the mighty Batman and Robin swing into perilous action to revise an unscheduled event in the celebration which has been turned into a "ROGUES' PARADE!"
A MOST REMARKABLE MAN IS ALFRED WHO ALONE OF ALL LIVING PERSONS KNOWS THE PANGUIN'S SECRET IDENTITY OF THE DUAL IDENTITIES OF BRUCE WAYNE AND PENGUIN, THE BATTMAN AND TUXEDO!

IN FACT, THERE ARE TIMES WHEN A STRANGER MIGHT HAVE TROUBLE PICKING WHICH IS SERVANT AND WHICH MASTER OF THE HOUSE IS!

AND FURTHERMORE MR. WAYNE PREDICED YOUR PARDON, AND ALL THAT BLOT—I'VE DECIDED TO PUT MY FOOT DOWN.

NOW ALFRED—

BOTH YOU AND THE YOUNG MANTESZ HAVE WORN YOURSELVES OUT BATTLIN' FOOTPADS AND I'M SCALAWAGG AND IT'S MY DUTY TO SEE THAT YOU TAKE A REAL REST!

WE'LL TAKE IT E.A.N. ON OUR VACATION-HO!-HO!

ARE YOU WILL—BECUSE I LEFT YOUR FIGHTING TOOLS OUT WHEN I PACKED YOUR LUGGAGE THEY'RE WELL HIDDEN!

BUT WE CAN'T GO ON WITH IT HOLOY THEM IT WOULD EXPOSE OUR REAL IDENTITY!

AND THEN WE'D BE LITTLE LESS IN THE UNDERWORLD!

SO LONG, TYRANT!

IT'S ALL VERY WELL TO ESCAPE SHE.

BUT YOU KNOW AS WELL AS I. I'M ACTING FOR YOUR OWN GOOD IN HOPING YOU EAT WELL AND GET LOTS OF SLEEP!

LOOKING UP? I'VE GUESSED THIS BUT JUST A VACATION TRIP BRUCE. HE KNOWS WE WOULDN'T SEND SANTO SANTO PABLO JUST FOR PLEASURE.

WITH BUD AND SUMMER AS SCARCE AS THEY ARE.

VERY LIKELY BICK. BUT I HAD AN IDEA HE MIGHT PROTEST, AND SO I PULLED A FAST ONE ON 'IM.

YOU'RE SO NOT ON ME CHUM. LOOK.

YOU LUCK HE-"I SUSPECT I PUT A SPARX BATTMAN UNIFORM ON UNDERNEATH THESE CLOTHES!

AND NOW FOR HIS STORY: SANTO PABLO, ONE OF THE OLDEST CITIES OF THE SOUTHWEST SUNSHINE ROMANCE AND RAMBLES AND RIVETING TREATMENT...I HOPE.
Look sharp and you'll catch a glimpse of two awsome shadows flitting across the Gotham City rooftops.

Twelve o'clock and all is well.

Suddenly...

Robin do you see what I see?

If you're looking where I am.

Batman. I think I do.

As the demoralized robbers drop the loot and flee, the boy wonder makes a fly line tackle.

Let's go! Those shots will bring the cops.

What's your hurry?

They got away!

Mayo's "Pazie" filming here can help us find them.

Not a chance kid! Ain't ya never heard patazes don't tell?
True to the code of the Under-World, Pazie means to remain silent but the boss gangster does not trust his henchman.

BLow up the Batman's got Pazie and he knows the whole scheme. I can't have him squealing.

So you're gonna save his life we lead him. Huh?

I'm gin, but I'll get even. Ducky's takin' a mob to Santo Pablo. For... AAAAAH WAAAAH.

For what Pazie too late he's afraid.

Now well never know.

Santo Pablo eh? Go further than that to clip Ducky's wings.

A change of scenery sounds good to us.

Do I tell that two. A month, two later. A sleek roadster nears a tiny metropolis in the American Southwest.

A BIRTHDAY PARTY! We can come in business and have a good pleasure.

There's a special historical display here it seems.

May be it will help me in my American History class at school.

WE short a weak ness for cos time part is let's move with the crowds.

Very colorful. But I won't make it any easier to end Ducky and his gangsters.
MEMORABLES OF A GLAMOROUS past испkening CITIES OF THE present

THOSE TWO FELLOWS IN ORANGE LOOK AS IF THEY BELONGED IN THE DISPLAY THEY SHOULDN'T THEY?

YEAH—EXCEPT IF THOSE BANS ARE ANY AND WHITE MEN WERENT ALWAYS SO FRIENDLY

ONE MAN SAW A GOLDFISH PAST!

NEGROES OF PURE BLOOD THEY MUST BE WORTH THOUSANDS!

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS DIED HOPE THE MUSKET SHARPS ARE KEEPING THEIR EYES OPEN!

GUARDS CLANGING THE BULLY BUMPERS THEIR SHOVELS LOOKING SCARCLY

LATER AS BRUCE AND DICK AT THE R. HOTEL—THE ANCIENT MUHSPS BOLD MAKE MODERN HISTORY

GREY'S 501550 BOND ENCOUGED THE MUSEUM WITHOUT BEING SEEN A FEW MINUTES AFTER WE WERE THERE.

WHAT MUST HAVE BEEN SOME OR THOSE PEOPLE WE SAW IN CONCEALMENT!

YOU MEAN I MUST HAVE BEEN LUCKY MALALED AND SOME OF HIS GANG N D S.

YOU SAW THIS WAS WHAT THEY WERE CONSIDERING HERE FOR A FEW HOURS NOW THEY ARE AT THEIR HAUL AND VERY LIKELY TO BE CLEANED UP QUICKLY

SANTO BATO IS A BUSY BUSTLING CITY THAT AFTERNOON.

EVEN IF THEY HAVEN'T LEFT TOWN TH NK HOW EASILY THEY COULD LOSS THEMSELVES IN THE CROWD AFTER A COUPLE OF THEMSELVES!

SPEAKING OF GUARDS, THERE'S A BIG ONE IN FRONT OF THE BANK!

IT'S A RE ENACTMENT OF A FAMOUS BANK HOLDUP OF THE OLD DAYS MISTER THEY RE MAKIN' MOVES ON T

WHAT IF SOME CROWDS NOT THE IDEA OR TURNING INTO A REAL NOISE!

THEY WOULDN'T HAVE A CHANCE! THE MACH BELIEVE ROBBERS ARE MASKED BUT THEY'RE NOT EVEN IDENTIFICATION CARDS, AND THEY'RE STARTING FROM POLICE HEAD QUARTERS!

THAT OUGHT TO MAKE IT SAFE!

WHERE THEY COME!
Hello! How are you? I'm the new guy in town.

I'm shot.

And das no to answer. The clangin' sound by the police accept the first explanation.

Grab them, cops! They're crooks. If you see the Batman and Robin, they slugged the teller an' beat us up and tried to turn this into a real robbery.

All's well that ends well, plan A.

We'll tell the D.A. attorney.
AT THE POLICE STATION

IT'S ALL BEEN A TERRIBLE MISTAKE.
BATMAN, WE KNOW THE TRUTH NOW!
IF YOU'LL ONLY TELL US THIS,
AND NOT SAY ANYTHING TO THE NEWSPAPERS.

THE POLICE HAVE A TIGHT SQUEEZE AT ALL TIMES. OFER AND ROBIN AND I HAVE NO IDEA TO MAKE A SUSPICION OF ANYTHING THE REAL CROOKS HAD A DESPAIR.

BUT WHERE HOW WILL MOST OF THE FORCE PERISH TO HANDLE THE CROOKS WHAT CAN I DO?

AND I DON'T THINK THEY'VE GONE ALL CROOKS ARE GOOD MAN Aces AND THE SUCCESS THIS HAS WILL HAVE GONE TO THEIR HEARTS THEY'LL STEER AGAIN—PROBABLY TON NIGHT AT THE 45 OUT OF THE EXCITEMENT!

OF COURSE THEY'D BE THE NINIES OF THEM MAGGIOUSING AS A PeaceFUL CITIZEN AND STARTING A SIGHT FROM HEADQUARTERS TO CALL THAT JOB!

I SUPPOSE THEY'RE LOOKING FOR PARTS UNKNOWN WITH THE SWAG.

什么是蝙蝠侠的筹谋计划？所有下午我们都在秘密的房间里，我们正在报纸上看到纸牌的花色。

剪下纸牌的花色，告诉任何看到你的人你不会想到蝙蝠侠，但是我会知道他是否会变成蝙蝠侠。Santo Pablo 是一个好家伙，他会搞定一切。

I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE NAMING BATMAN, BUT I'LL PUT IT ON YOU. THE SNUFF AND THE GRACE OF SANTO PABLO ISN'T GONNA HELP. WITH THIS

下面的队伍

Who knows? Perhaps I have to tell the chef I'll need a do in order to find something.

CLARKE EX.
BOOOM!

MOTHERLUMP!

TAKE EASY DON'T LOSE YOUR HEADS!
RUN FOR YOUR LIVES!

SAFE FROM THE CROWDS AND SHOCING EXPLODING BUILDING, THE CRIMINALS RACE THROUGH A DESERTED ALLEY.

THE COPS WILL HAVE THEIR HANDS FULL WITH THE CROWDS AND THE CRIMINALS WHO WILL BE OUT OF TOWN WITH MILLIONS IN LOOT BEFORE THINGS QUIT DOWN.

WHAT A LAFF IF THE CHUMPS SPEND TREE HUNDRED YEARS IN A CITY SICK AND WEED OUT GRAVY IN ONE DAY.

MOMENTS LATER ALL THE LOOT IS LOADED CROOKS TRY TO MAKE THEIR GETAWAY.

HALT! YOU'RE UNDER ARREST!

HEY! DA POLICE FORCE HAS GONE NATIVE!

WHAT WAY?

BACK THIS WAY QUICK BEFORE WE ROLL OVER!

DR. JIMMIE RED ARMS AND CONNAUGHT STORDIES CO-OPERATE.

ULF! I'M SEEING THOSE GUNS AGAIN.
STOP THOSE SUBVERSIVE SCUM!

DAMN THERE'S ANOTHER WAY OUT!
AND NOW AN INSPIRING DISPLAY OF LIGHT BEAMS CONVERGES WITH STARTLING EFFECT AGAINST THE LOW LEDS.

THE BAT EMBLEM A LOT OF THEM ALL TOGETHER

YOU AND I WOULDN'T HAVE HAD MUCH CHANCE OF FINDING BUCKY AND HIS MOB WITHOUT HELP. THAT'S WHY I HAD POLICEMEN BUT IN THE PARADE TO SPREAD OUT AND START HUNTING AT THE FIRST SIGN OF TROUBLE.

...AND I ONLY HOPE BUCKY DOESN'T GET AWAY THIS TIME WE GET A CRACK AT HIM.

NOW YOU KNOW WHY I CUT OUT THOSE PAPE BATS I FASTENED THEM ON FLASHLIGHT LENSES AND GAVE THEM TO THE POLICE TO USE AS SIGNAL.

CORNERED THE GANG TURNS LIKE TRAPPED BEASTS AND CAPTIVATED AT EWE!

COME ONE STEP NEARER AND I'LL BLOW YOU TO BITS! HOLD ON MEN NO USE GETTING CLEVER RIGHT NOW CHIEF "A AA S EA ON REPS.

THAT INSTANT WHAT THE BATMAN!

I'LL TAKE CHARGE OF THIS IF YOU DON'T MIND.

WE'LL SUNK.

LITTLE MAN YOU'VE HAD A BUSY DAY--BUT IT'S ALL OVER NOW! WHY THE BLANK Expression BULLET? OR... I PULL THAT領導 BEFORE.

TAKE MY HAND GRENADE WILL YOU? HERE'S SOME LEAD TO GO WITH IT.

IF YOU FEEL THAT WAY ABOUT IT, BUCKY YOU CAN HAVE IT BACK!

AAAAA A A

THAT'S CLIPPING HIS WINGS, BATMAN!
WE WERE'RE THAT
WE REFUSED.

NO, IT'S NOT THAT.
IT'S THE PANIC.
THE CROWD MAY
BECOME MORE DANGEROUS
THAN AN ARMY OF
CEMENALS.

COME ON.

"WHIS SETHING THROUGH;
ATTENTION—" CAUGHT
BY A REASURING CRY.
AS A THE TIMES FOLLS.

N.O.

"LISTEN
TO MR.
THESE NO
DANGER

"I'M THE
BATMAN.

NO DANGER,
HE SAYS,
BUT WE HEARD
THE EARTHQUAKE.
Felt it,
Saw it.

WE FASCIAI D-ASSUMED.
A FRONT 200 HE WILL BE
HERE TO TAKE ME PLACES WITH THOSE OTHER FRIENDS

RESPONSE: THE BATMAN.

"HEY, HEAVEN DOGS.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR
ROBIN!

HE MEAN WELL.
RUBIN AND ANY-
WAY, WE NAIVITE MY
MORE CHANCE OF
ESCAPING THAN
EVER BEAR AND ME.
NOW DUCKS NO.
LA Z.

LATER, WHEN BANE WAYNE AND
DICK GARRISON RETURN TO GOTHAM CIIY

BACK SOONER THAN
WE EXPECTED, ALTHOUGH
WE SLEEP AREA B
BE BORED
AND-

AS YOU
NOW, I
ALREADY
PACKED MY
BELONGINGS

BUT ALFRED COULDN'T
LEAVE US IN LURGE
CHASING A SILENT.
WE COULDN'T GET
ALONG WITHOUT
YOU.

PLEASE SAY
"DOS NOT
GOING TO

NOBOD Y IS
TO
LEAVE, SIR.
YOU ON OUR
NEXT OPERATION.
TOWN
UR AND ME.
M. SEEN? I'LL
BE YOUR RABE.

WHEN BAT'S
PARENT IN DICK?

WHEN I'M
AFRAID TO ASK.
WELL IN FOR IT.
Knuckles Hanley parked the car of bums into the post on the wood stove. He shivered. Fall was coming on and it wasn’t any too warm in this part of the woods. Then, involuntarily, his hand strayed to the new beard on his face.

It was a bushy growth. Knuckles had walked over to his marvin and looked at it, and smiled his own assortment. A couple of days more and he’d be able to get out of this hyst. With the beard, nobody would recognize him. Sure, the FBI had plenty of pictures of him—but none with a beard.

Another week, if all went well, and he’d be in Mexico. It would be wise down there, with a lot of dough, no uproar. His eyes strayed to the pantry behind the locked door of which were the two sacks of money he and got at the Minneola Bank hold-up. You, only a couple more days and he’d be through with all this.

Including, bears. And every other bear of manned foxes he had stored up in the pantry. He smiled thoughtfully to himself. It had been a happy idea, a couple of years back, buying this bear in the northern part of the state and breeding it up. A perfect hideaway and nobody knew about it.

He had given his real name, Jake Hanley Walker, who he had bought it. And the beard on him that, no nobody knew about him anyway who he really was. He chuckled. He sure had taken in those yahoos. They thought he was an old-timer when really came up during the war.

Well, he had come up in summer then been the fall and of winter. And the Yanks had been good here on his trail, but he had managed to shake them off and get been hiding while he grew those chin whiskers.

Weeding, he picked up the empty bums from the main and walked in the back door. Just outside was an old shack, all punctured with holes. This was Knuckles’ marvin. He dropped the can into it, observing that soon he’d have to start burning up the garbage again. He looked disapprovingly at the blackened pile of camp fire and then the old marvin. He sure and damn a lot of canned goods those past couple of weeks. It would be good to walk into a restaurant again, and get a decent meal.

He hadn’t dared show him in town. Fortunately his nearest neighbor was a mile away and apparently raised his own livestock. There had been no trouble getting the house going. There was plenty of kerosene for the old lamps, and a huge pile of wood in the shed.

Thinking of the wood reminded Knuckles that he’d better bring in a load. The fire was getting low. He wondered, he want to get something. He knew he was heading to gather an awful, when, suddenly, he heard voices.

Knuckles shuffled. His hand stole to the A5 headlights his shirt. He looked out cautiously—then blinked. What the devil—? a couple of couples had bought Bay Shorts, he knew. His hands clenched as he saw them at the back door. What did they want around here? He walked near “What’s up and?”

The taller of the two boys spoke. “Oh, hello Mr. Walker. My dad runs this farm next to yours. He saw your marvin the day you came in, he knew you were here. We just came over on the salvage drive I’m Henry Cable.”

Knuckles stared at these. “I’m the old man now, the hundreds,” he muttered to himself. “May be they’re not so sleepy around here as I thought.” Ahead, he said “What salvage drive?”

Henry Cable looked at him. “Oh, you haven’t heard?” Then he smiled. “I forget. You’re a writer. You probably don’t even listen to the radio, do you? This is supposed to be the day or something all over the country to pick up old metal and rubbish and things like that. We thought maybe you’d like to go over your farm.”

Knuckles frowned at him. “I don’t know anything about it,” he said, angrily. Then, recollecting that to make a good impression wouldn’t hurt, he said, “But your kids can look around. Go ahead.” He paused. The smaller of the two boys was poking at the blackened pile of canned goods with his feet. “Hey cut that out,” Knuckles said.

The boy looked at him. “But, listen, mother.”

A cold wind struck Knuckles’ shoulders. It was too cold to be out here. Besides, he had talked too much already “Now look here,” he said. “I’m busy writing a book. If you kids want to go over the house, go ahead. I’ve got work to do. Now go moving. You can have anything you find.”

“See, Mr. Walker.” Henry Cable said. “That’s all. Thanks.” He grabbed the suit or boy “Come on, Charlie.” Knuckles watched them from the kitchen window. When they emerged from the barn the men were filled with old metal, which they carried to a cart in the road.

He left pleased with himself. After all, that little plan might help sometime. “But people are many running around collecting all junk,” he told himself “For what?” Knuckles didn’t know, one way or the other than the war. This business wasn’t one and war. And he didn’t know what to worry about the result, he reflected happily he was past thirty-nine.
He had no sooner regained the rear of the car than he was aware of a gentle pushing at the back door. The door was slowly opened and a man in a dark suit stepped into the car.

"Would you like to go for a ride?" the man asked.

The man in the suit nodded and sat down beside him. He looked around the car for a moment and then said, "I'm going to make a delivery in town. Would you like to come with me?"

The man agreed and the two commenced to chat. It was a pleasant evening and the light from the street lamps cast a warm glow over the car.
Far out on the calm Pacific where fishermen ply their peaceful trade, crime strikes with sudden savage fury! Marauders from nowhere lash out and Vanish with deadly speed! Their victims—helpless! Turtles of the sea! Their loot—the strangest ships criminals ever sought—Who are they? Where do they come from? How do they disappear so mysteriously? Follow Batman and Robin the boy wonder as they fish with leger deck and barbed wire for the amazing answer in the

"ADVENTURES WITH THE VITAMIN VAMPIRES!"
A MIGHTY BIG HAUL! WE'VE GOT TWENTY AND "DYE" ON EM.

A $500 A TON THEY'RE WORTH $37,500

Yet fear and suspicion lie heavily on the hearts of the lucky fishermen.

What's the use of knowing ourselves? We'll never get these sharks to trust us.

Not with the Phantom Raiders. What we've done is like a decent catch.

The Phantom Raiders hung their tackle and shot the sharks from the sea.

But suddenly they saw the white sails of the ship far off.

How can they claim a prize? We're not of the same covered.

Let's pull up with our nets and pick up a catch of our own.

And so the two ships approached each other.

A rich prize is won by the Phantom Raiders, and the crew is helped by the owner of their ship.

Who's the conspirator who let them aboard?

No more of this for me. I'm getting a job on the beach.

What you chumps kick n' about? Look at the Dough AV almost here.

Me too. I've had enough.

Nobody in. They don't know us. They came from an island while we were watching the sea.

A huge fishing grounds off California, full of the good shrimps. We're going to the end on a lonely profit.
But how? They couldn't have stolen away! We've got a whole load almost $60,000 worth of soup in the tanks.

They're taking our whole haul away, and I have a wrecking and dumping up above!

Not if we catch them! Now below they're just as we caught us, they'll never be the same as they caught us! They'll never be the same as they caught us!

All of us are free!

The heavy load down below means beneath the weight of powerful horses! But as the men rush up to deck they'll come.

But they couldn't have got very far. They must be just pulling away split up and cover every compass point! Get out and try and shoot them men!

Second late.

Not a sign on a boat's wake. They just disappear and the phantoms they are.

Like a fall! Black, they hang over the man! John! John! How could the other man's approach across the open waters have been? The deacons' how could they hear us? Jeez! How could they know us? We're all gone!

But not far off are two famous unravelers of secrets playboy Bruce Wayne and his young ward Dick Grayson in vacationing at Palisades exclusive of miles of beach. Come on in, Dick! What's up? What a man, Wayne?

And with the houseboy two typical bearers in search of jobs plotted through been we come to the shore. Jonny Jones, sure, could use a cabin boy and a deck-hand-ash of an men out take we'll rocket but I've made an offer. Tony there's a place! I harry out skipper and going on again?
The Phantom Raiders launch a violent attack. Batman and Robin are aboard. Batman introduces Robin, saying, "That's just what I was going to ask you, my boy."

Meanwhile, two experienced come crushers work on a different battle plan to repel the pirates.

What's the good of waiting and not doing anything? We've seen through the enemy's tricks.

You can't stop the Phantom from boarding us, but we can kill 'em all. We're a bunch of men who can scrape the teeth out of the sharks.

At 5-00, a once again thrilled with the new tank, the tanky takes for a ride.

Do something! It's coming straight at me!
'Ya shoulda stopped none Batman! When we get through with you, you gonna be in pieces! On ya fingers movement!"

"So the only thing to do is let you both.." (speech bubble for other character)

"Watch where yer son!"

---

"Go yer boy wonder mum? Ya gonna want the what hit ya boy?"

"Now is your turn biff what hit you!"

---

"The whirlwind..." (Insert panel explaining the whirlwind)

"Look out! Get outta here!"

---

"Well I'll be shocked where's they go to?"

"Up here, damn hurry!"

---

"The crowds went up here... but where do these... rope ladders end? What are they connected to?"

"I 'hate I have a pretty good deal you'll see in just a minute!"
A BLIMP! SO THAT'S HOW THEY WERE ABLE TO SNEAK UP AND BOARD SHIPS WITH OUT BEING SIGHTED!

RIGHT THEN I FOUND ON DECK WAS BALLAST THEY POPPED TO MAKE THEIR GETAWAY! NOW ALL WE HAVE TO DO IS CAPTURE THE GANG AND TAKE OVER THE BLIMP AND UNCLE SAM GETS HIS VITAMIN A.

BUT THE BATMAN USES THE ROPE AND SEE'TO GOOD ADAN LE.

MAYBE NOT IF YOU CAN REACH ME.

Meanwhile... in another corner of the conflict:

UH UM TROUBLE!

SALES AT BE BOBBY Rat D 9 9 DUMNA BE A BEE-YOOT FUL SHOT OF YA.

A AINS THIS WILL MAKE YOU SEE THINGS CLEARER RAY.
Suddenly, the shattered gang makes a desperate attempt to escape the Whirlwind's frigid grasp.

What's the good of running away muggs? You can't get out of our clutches without jumping overboard.

Maybe it's you whole do the jump vs. w. 58 guy.

Huh? What kind of a place is this?

The gallant room let's get out of here before he.

Too late. For so where a lever d. rowd and the rap. or e. open beneath the two.

Two C. empty space flutter the helpless pair until with an ear splitting splash they strike the water. far below.

Down down beneath the cold black surface they plunge. Then up and up lungs straining for precious oxygen.

And-ally air!

Where new I thought I'd never reach the surface Great Scott there's Robin he's he's

Thank goodness he's only unconscious oh. oh. more trouble that sharks on the trail of food and were it.
LUXURIOUS BATMAN SPORTS A FLOATING PIECE OF SHEET WOOL

TV'S NO BREAK AT LEAST I WILL HAVE ROBIN OFF MY HANDS

SHEER BENEFIT OF THE TREACHEROUS SEA THE ACE CRIME FIGHTER IS LOCKED IN MORTAL COMBAT WITH THE PREPARED UNDERWATER KILLER

C CAN'T STAY UNDER MUCH LONGER LUNGS ARE BURNING

BUT THE TRICK BATMAN PROVES FATAL TO EVEN SUCH A FOG AS WE LAUGHED FURIOUSLY INTO THE SHARK'S MOUTH

We caught your flash Batman!

Good to see you boys. It was on the cusp of dump out here

We want to find out where that blimp is. We're going to knock off that pesky Phantom. It is smaller than the Phantom of Burlesque. But we have some work to do

Well, we beat the blimp into port here. She comes what now?

We're going to knock off that pesky Phantom. It is smaller than the Phantom of Burlesque. But we have some work to do.

Long minutes after Robin slowly revives

Only a small tumble with a snake. I'm just raising the ante in future plans. I brought along my VFL TV belt the boy scouts aren't the only ones who are set to be prepared.

What happened?

Later when the speedy rescue craft ambos its grateful passengers.
WHAT ARE WE THINKING ABOUT?  Do YOU GUYS KNOW SOMETHING?  Yes, I was thinking about the fact that it's not the end of the world.  We've already survived this situation, and we will survive many more.  We don't need to panic.  We'll figure things out.
The next second.

"This is an outrage; get off this ship at once."

"Yes, sir, and we won't do it."

"Physical force will have to be used."

"Don't try them, Mr. Bruce. They'll kill you."

"When we land, I'll let them have it."

"You'll have a dozen over there, and they'll learn him not to open his yap to the Phantom Raiders.

Moments later, a song twin hurricanes storm the city!

"By Batman, or Robin—we don't kill 'em after all."

"Don't you believe it! We're Phantom Raiders just like you!"

"We're not going to do the same thing, sir."

"We're not going to do the same thing, sir."

"When do you plan to do it?"

"When do you plan to do it?"

"Heave ho, hearty!

"Heave ho, hearty!"

"Rounding, round no. over the sail no. men.

"Rounding, round no. over the sail no. men."
Suddenly an urgent call for reinforcements!

Hurry up and get the rest of the guys from the blimp!

Yeah we sure need 'em!

Don't bother—

They're coming down to meet you. I opened the bag valves and let the helium out.

So that's what you were going before we got into the fight, Batman! Now let's see if we can find that big bona the mob was supposed to pick up.

Afurtive movement catches Batman's eye and quick as a cobra he Launches into action!

What are you doing? Why don't you concentrate on those gangsters?—Oop!

I am. I'm after the head of the mob—and that's you!

Yours making a mistake, Batman! Mr. O'Brian can't be connected with the gang. Why it was only because of his bonus and coming alone to help fight that we went out fish no at all!

Which was just what he wanted you to do. So he could have his man rob your ship.

I checked on you. In the afternoon he was Tell me what happened. Life returns through his regular channels, but if you're Sherman were be no, Jacked whereIP WHAT THEN offended the answer is— From his gang of you ruminating vandalism the Phantom Raiders.

The following day—

Gosh Bruce. How can you be so lazy. With the mob happenng right over your nose?

A new theory of mine. You've got to soak up energy to sock the enemy so lie down and take it easy!
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